As proved by Radon [16] and John [13] , a differentiable function / of compact support on a Euclidean space R n can be determined explicitly by means of its integrals over the hyperplanes in the space. Let J(~o, p) denote the integral of / over the hyperplane <x, co> =p where r is a unit vector and <,> the inner product in R n. If A denotes the Laplacian on R n, do) the area element on the unit sphere S n-1 then (John [14], p. 13)
w 1. Introduction
As proved by Radon [16] and John [13] , a differentiable function / of compact support on a Euclidean space R n can be determined explicitly by means of its integrals over the hyperplanes in the space. Let J(~o, p) denote the integral of / over the hyperplane <x, co> =p where r is a unit vector and <,> the inner product in R n. If A denotes the Laplacian on R n, do) the area element on the unit sphere S n-1 then (John [14] , p. 13) J(x) =1(2~i)i-n (Ax)~(n-1)fs. J(~, <eo, x))dw, (n odd); (1) /(x)=(2:~i)-n(Ax) 89 I do~ f~ dJ(~'p) (neven), (2) j sn-, p -<co, x>'
where, in the last formula, the Cauchy principal value is taken.
Considering now the simpler formula (1) we observe that it contains two dual integrations: the first over the set of points in a given hyperplane, the second over the set of hyperplanes passing through a given point. Generalizing this situation we consider the following setup:
(i) Let X be a manifold and G a transitive Lie transformation group of X. Let ~ be a family of subsets of X permuted transitively by the action of G on X, whence ~ acquires a G-invariant differentiable structure. Here ~ will be called the dual space of X.
(ii) Given x E X, let ~ denote the set of ~ e 7~ passing through x. It is assumed that each and each ~ carry measures ju and v, respectively, such that the action of G on X and permutes the measures # and permutes the measures v. 
](~)= f~/(x)d/~(x), ~(x)= fi g(~)d~,(~).
These three assumptions have not been made completely specific because they are not intended as axioms for a general theory but rather as framework for special examples.
In this spirit we shall consider the following problems.
A. Relate/unction spaces on X and ~ by means o/the trans/orms /--->] and g-->~.

B. Let D(X) and D(~), respectively, denote the algebras o/ G-invariant di//erential operators on X and ~. Does there exist a map D --->b o/D(X) into D(~) and a map E -->/~ o/ D(. ~.) into D(X) such that (Dl)^=bt, (Eg)"=l~
/or all / and g above ?
C. In case the transforms [--> [ and g --~ ~ are one.to-one find explicit inversion/ormulas. In particular, find the relationships between f and (f)v and between q and (~)".
In this article we consider three examples within this framework: (1) The already mentioned example of points and hyperplanes (w 2-w 4); (2) points and antipodal manifolds in compact two-point homogeneous spaces (w 5-w 6); p-planes and q-planes in R "+q+l (w w 8). Other examples are discussed in [11] which also contains a bibliography on the Radon transform and its generalizations. See also [5] .
The following notation will be used throughout. The set of integers, real and complex numbers, respectively, is denoted by Z, tt and C. If xER n, Ixl denotes the length of the vector x; A denotes the Laplacian on R n. If M is a manifold, C~(M) ( 
where da is the Euclidean measure on the hyperplane ~. In this section we shall prove the following result which shows, roughly speaking, that / has compact support if and only if ] does.
THE o R~ • 2.1. Let /E C~(R n) satis/y the ]ollowing conditions:
(i) For each integer k>0 {x{kl(x) is bounded.
Proo/. Suppose first that / is a radial function. Then there exists an even function E E C ~ (R) such that/(x) = E( I x { ) for x E R n. Also there exists an even function _~ E C ~ (R) such that P(d(0,~))=](~). Because of (1) we find easily
where ~n-1 is the area of the unit sphere in R ~-1. Here we substitute s = (p~ +t2) -89 and then put u =p-L Formula (2) then becomes
This formula can be inverted (see e.g. John [14] , p. 83) and we obtain
where c is a constant. :Now by (if), /~(u -1) = 0 for 0 < u 4 A -1 so by (4), F(s -1) = 0 for 0 <s ~< A -1, proving the theorem for the case when / is radial.
:Now suppose /E Cr n) arbitrary, satisfying (i) and (if). Let K denote the orthogonal group O(n). For x,y E R ~ we consider the spherical average s. H~.LGASON = f /(x+k.y) dk,
Y)
where dk is the Haar measure on O(n), with total measure 1. Let Rj* be the Radon transform of/* in the second variable. Since (f) ^ = (f)~ for each rigid motion v of R n it is clear that
where x +/r ~ is the translate of k. ~ by x. Now it is clear that the distance d satisfies the
for all xEIt n, kEK. Hence we conclude from (5) [
For a fixed x, the function y-->/*(x, y) is a radial function in C~176 ~) satisfying (i). Since the theorem is proved for radial functions, (6) This lemma is easily proved by using Fourier transforms. is a function on X, integrable along each hyperplane in X then according to the conventions
(1) J< 
The Radon trans/orm /--> ~ is a linear one-to-one mapping of S(X)
for s 40 in R, ~o E S n-1. But (2) is obvious for s =0 so it holds for all sER. Now according to Schwartz [18] , II, p. 105, the Fourier transform/-->f maps S(R n) onto itself. Since a! (u = (u. ., u.)) it follows from (2) --(.o2-1) 89
It follows that if D is any differential operator on S "-1 and k, 1 integers ~> 0 then
We can therefore apply D under the integral sign in the inversion formula 1 ILl(sw ) efSrds
and obtain (6, so [E Sn(~.). The Fourier transform being one-to-one it remains to prove that each g E Sn(~) has the form g =] for some/E S(R~). We put G(s, co) = f~176 g(eo, r) e-lrSdr.
((is)~D'(f(se~
Now (4) shows that ]E S(~). Finally, if k is an integer >~0 then f~h,o,r)r~dr=f~r~drf(,,o>ffir/(~)ao(~)=fi,/(~)<~,~,>~d~
3-o0
Then G(-s, -r co) and G(0, ~o) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 0 in co, hence independent of co. Hence there exists a function F on It ~ such that F(so)=ffg(co, r) e-'r~dr, sER, o~ES "-1.
It is clear that F is C ~ in R" -{0}. To prove that F is C ~162 in a neighborhood of 0 we con- In order to use these formulas for h = F we write
F(so~)= f~ g(o, r)dr + f~ g(r,o) (e-tr~-l)dr
and by assumption, the first integral is independent of co. Thus, for a constant K > 0,
la-~(F(s~ f (l+r4)-ls-lle-t~r-lldr<<'Kf~dr'j l+r
This shows that all the derivatives OF/aug (l~<i~<n) are bounded in a punctured ball 0< ]u I <e so F is continuous in a neighborhood of u=0. More generally, let q be any integer > 0. 
where eq (t) = ~.y + (q + 1)~ + ....
Then it is clear that the first integral in (9) is a polynomial in u 1 ..... u~ of degree H q -1 and is therefore annihilated by the differential operator (8) . Now, if 0 H~ Hq,
d -~ ~ (e.( -its)) = I( -ir)q( -irs) j-" e,_j ( -irs) lH Ks r",
where K s is a constant, because the function t (8), (9), (10) 
--~(it)-~'e~,(it) is obviously bounded on R (p~>0). Since gES(E) it follows from
COROLLARY 4.2. The translorms 1--->~ and g--->~, respectively, are one-to-one linear ma~ o/ S*(X) onto S*(g) and ol S(E) onto S*(X).
The first statement follows from (6) and the well-known fact that the polynomials (x, co> k span the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k. As for the second, we observe that for [E S(X) and ~o a fixed plane through 0
This formula is also proved in [4] . Now the right-hand side is a tempered distribution, being the convolution of a tempered distribution and a member of $(X). By [18] , II, p. 124, the 
COROLLARY 4.3. The Radon trans/orm /---> f is a linear one-to-one mapping o/~(X) onto OH(.~).
Concerning problem B in w 1 we have the following result which is a direct consequence of Lemmas 7.1 and 8.1, proved later.
PROPOSITIO~ 4.4. The algebra D(X) is generated by the Laplacian A, the algebra D(~) is generated by the di//erential operator E]: g(eo, r)--> (d2/dr2)g(o), r) and (At) ^ = []L ([]g) V = A~ /or ] E $(X), g E C~176
The following reformulation of the inversion formulas (1), (2) 
/= eAt(~-l)((t)v), /eS(X);
where c is a constant, independent o] / and g. 
On the other hand, if q~EC~176 is bounded we have by Schwartz [18] , I, p. 45 In particular (14) e--~0 L J~ J where F(r) is the average of (f)v on the sphere Ix I =r. In order to express (14) in terms of ] we assume / is a radial function and write ](p) for ](co, p). Then
[Jl((f)"](O)=lim[~nI~r
If q~(p) is the Taylor series of ](p) around 0 up to order n-2 we get upon substituting (15) and (16) into (14),
f~ sin"-20 cos"-10 dO P-" (f(P) -qn(P)) dp, In view of (13) (17), (18) 
Finally the inversion formula for g E $*(~) would follow from the first one if we prove
To see this we take the one-dimensional Fourier transform on both sides. The function J1/ is the convolution of a tempered distribution with a rapidly decreasing function.
Hence it is a tempered distribution (Schwartz [18] , II, pp. 102, 124) whose Fourier transform is (since /ES*(X)) a function in S(X). Hence JI/ES(X). Similarly (JJ)(to, p) is a rapidly decreasing function of p. Using the relation between the I-dimensional and the n-dimensional Fourier transform ((2) w 4) and the formula for the Fourier transform of P/.r ~ (Schwartz [18] , II, p. 113) we find that both sides of (19) have the same Fourier transform, hence coincide. This concludes the proof. 
Remark (added in proo]
-L-~B([H, Z), [H, Z]) = -L-2~(H) 2.
But since X~ has rank one, every plane section is congruent to one containing H; hence X~ has constant curvature. Finally, Xp -(Exp H} is the diffeomorphic image of an open ball, hence simply connected. Since dim X~ > 1 it follows that X~ is also simply connected, hence a sphere. (
PROPOSITIO~ 5.4. The antipodal mani/old AEw~ is given by
AExpH = Exp (Pt~) i[ H is conjuqate to O.
A~.~n = Exp (p~) i[ H is not conjugate to O.
ii) The mapping f ---> f is a linear ons-to-one mapping of C~(X) onto C~176 and
(A/) ^ =hr.
(iii) Except/or the case when X is an even-dimensional real projective space,
I=P(A)((D"), /ev~(x),
where P is a polynomial, independent o/f, explicitly given below. 
X=P16(Cay): p=8, q=7, 2=Te/2L, A(r)=CsinS(~r)sinT (22r), Al(r)=C1sinT (22r).
In each ease, C and C 1 are constants, not necessarily the same for all cases. (compare also [7] , p. 302). Now (iii) can be proved on the basis of (3) (4) (5) by the method in [8] , p. 285, where the case Pn(R) (n odd) is settled. The case X = S n being trivial we shall indicate the details for X =P~(C), P'(H) and P18(Cay). L EMMA 6.2. Let X =P~(C), /E C~176 I/m is an even integer, 0 <~ m <~ n-4 then 
For m =0 the right.hand side should be replaced by -2~(n-2)/(x).
LEI~MA 6.3. Let X=Pn(H), /EC~(X). Let m be an even integer, O<m<~n-8. Then
In each case u = (:~]2L) 2.
Finally, we prove part (if). From (1) and (2) The notation being as in the preceeding section put q=n-p-1. Let G*(p, n) and G*(q, n), respectively, denote the sets of p-planes and q-planes in R" not passing through the origin. The projective duality between points and hyperplanes in R n, realized by the polarity with respect to the unit sphere S n-1 generalizes to a duality between G*(p, n) and G*(q, n). In fact, if a =~0 in R n, let E,,_l(a ) denote the polar hyperplane. If a runs through a p-plane E r E G*(p, n) then the hyperplanes E,~_l(a ) intersect in a unique q-plane EqEG*(q, n) and the mapping Er-->E q is the stated duality.
We have now an example of the framework in w 1. Let X=G(p, n), put G-=M(n), acting on X. Given a q-plane Eq consider the family ~ =~(Eq) Of p-planes intersecting Eq. :For each X EH, let X denote the left invariant vector field on G satisfying Xe=X.
/(Er)dar(Er), /EC~(G(p,n))
Since Rn= H we can consider the left invariant differential operator/~ = ~=IZ~ on G. proving (i). For (ii) let Vq denote the q-plane through 0, parallel to Eq, and let X 1 .... , Xq, .., X~ be an orthogonal basis of R ~ such that Xt E Vq (1 ~<i ~<q 
{0, 0, } [E]qLqF](E~)= ~q+~---~--+ ... + ~ (L,F((tq+IX~+~ + ... +t~X,).E,)) t~o
since ~2F/~t~ (1 <,i<q) gives no contribution. This proves (ii).
Let $*(R') be as in w 4 and let iv., be the subspace L,($*(R')) of C~(G(p, n)). 
THV.OB~.M 8.2. Suppose n odd. The trans/orm /--> ] is a linear one-to-one mapping o/
